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By sTTTpR UNDERSTANDING AND EXPLoITING THE RELATIoNSHIP
between envelope tightness and mechanical ventilation, architects
and builders Çan improve the quality of air in houses (and office
buildings) and optimize energy performance at the same time.

The fnst myth to overcome is that tightening the envelope of new
or existing houses automatically degrades air quality. On the con-
tfary, tigÞte¡lRg"tþeæ¡ydppe-that is, hmiting conducrion and air
losses through better insulation, airlvapor barriers, and seals at win-
dows or doors-not.only seals out pollutants, but permits pressure
distribution and airflow within the structure to be optimized.

Following are the four primary strategies that can improve air
quality and energy performance. lwo provide a tighter envelope; the
other two explain how more-efficient mechanical equipment can be
employed. Each of these strategies can be utilized for new construc-
tion and often, in whole or in part, for retrofits to existing houses.
. Suþerinsulafioz. Superinsulated houses incorporate walls, ceilings,
and floors with high values of thermal resistance. Many of these
houses show savings in heating energy of 70 percent or more.
R-values of walls normally exceed R-2S and may be as much as
R-40. Ceilings are insulated from between R-35 to R-65. Exterior
surfaces, howeveç must be designed and constructed to avoid ther-
mal bridging. Vapor and wind retarders are important parts of the
envelope, and successful designs demonstrate special attention to
the vapor/ak barrier so that penetrations from piping and electrical
wiring are eliminated. The result is a tighter building envelope,
which means less ¿ir infiltration.
t H tgh-þelonnance furnacel boiler High-perf.orrnance fossil-fuel fur-
naces or boilers save energy. New condensing units attain annual
performance levels (AFUE-A¡nual Fuel Utilization Efficiency) of
gteater than 90 percent. Many older heating systems have seasonal
efficiencies of less than 70 percent AFUE. From the standpoint of
the buildrng envelope, an added benefit of the newer high-perfor-
mance heating units is that their high-efficiency combustion devices
use a dedicated outside air supply and local exhaust. This closed-air
system, with its low-temperature exhaust, dispenses with conven-
tional.chimneys and associated air-infiltration Ioss.

Heating units, thanks to superinsulation, can be smaller. And
often, a high-effciency heat pump, which requires no chimney at all,
can be substituted.
t Window systems. Low-energyJoss windows are the third leg in an
air-quality strategy. Casement or awning types, which squeeze their
seals, and double-hung or slider-window designs, with improved
seals, work best. The seal around the total window system (the
frame) is often as important as the window itself. Once tight frames
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are assured, several new options exist for improving the insulation
performance of the glass itself, including heat-reflecting 0ow-
emissivity) coatings on the glass, or coatings applied to polyester
films suspended midway between the two panes of glass (resulting in
improved insulating values because of the double air space).
t Controlled mechanical uentilation. Few houses built recently per-
mit enough outside air to infrltrate inside to meet the minimum rate
of 10 cubic feet per minute (CFM) per room that ASHIIAE specifies
in its Standard 62-f981, let alone the 15 CFM recommended in the
standard's revision (62-198fP). But increased tightness of the build-
ing envelope can actualJy help mechanical equipment work better in
meeting tlese rates. Heat recovery using air-to-air heat exchangers
requires tight buildings for efficient operation. Leaks in the envelope
divert airflow from the central heat exchanger and defeat the energy-
recovery process. When the envelope is properly tightened and the
system is properly balanced, a heat-exchanger system can keep
actual venti.lation values very close to design goals-without fluctua-
tion caused by wind- or stack-driven infiltration. With one of the
more efficient heat exchangers, which can recover up to Z0 percent
of the exhaust heat or air conditioning, increased costs fof mechan^
ical ventilation moderate appreciably.

PolluuoN souRcES
Efficient mechanical ventilation is clearly necessãry to obtain accept-
able indoor air quality. A better approach, however, is to keep pollu-
tants out of the living space to begin with. Pollutants that are
generated in specific areas should be removed using local exhaust.
Diluting pollutants with ventilation air cannot mitigate high-strength
sources such as radon (which is present in many soils) without
imposing severe energy penalties. Every effort must be made to litn-
it materials within the living space that degrade air quality such as
certain chip boards, paneling, and furniture that off-gasses formalde-
hyde. Knowing how houses function under natural ventilation condi-
tions is irnportant in controlling sources. As illustrated in the drawing
on page 35, and emphasized in ASHRAE's Handbooþ of R4ndamen-
t¿ls, atr tends to enter houses near ground level and exit near the
roof. Pollutants introduced around the house perimeter, such as
pesticides, termiticides, herbicides, and fertilizers, can very likely
infiltrate indoors. Paint thinners and other volatile organics, including
hobby-related materials, can vaporize into the air because of imper-
fect seals on their containers. For this reasor! such chemicals should
be stored away from the living space.

Another conneciion between the living space and,pollution sources
often taken for granted is the wall for an attached garage. Seals on
the door from the house to the garage frequently are inferior to seals
used on other exterior doors. Often, tle level of wall insulation and
weather treat¡nent is lower tÌ¡an on other exterior surfaces. Ducts
may be routed through garage spaces-as if the garage were an
internal space. Each of these design/construction shortcomings can
waste energy and degrade indoor air quaüty. A leaky envelope per-
mits air laden with auto fumes, gasoline vapors, and volatiles from
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Basement cracks are where most radon enters homes
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Saskatchewan-type double wall.
'This double wall, emþtoyd in houses buill under Canarta's R-200{) Suþer
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easily. Leaks
the garage
nvelope open-
of the

forced-ai¡ system, draw pollutants into the duct and circulate them

One way pollutants can be removed from various zones of the
house is to take advantage of the natural tendency for cold air to rise
in a house when it is heated-the ,,stack 

effect. " but although such
passive systems may prove successful during part of the year, they
are difficult to design well. Variations in cli¡nate render interior stack
exhaust ineffective rnuch of tle time; mechanical ventilation would
still be necessary particularly in high-pollutant areas such as kitch_
ens and bathrooms.

ReooN AND rrs pRocENy

entra-
t (the

ugh

deemed necessary is still being debated, preüminary national sur_
veys show that millions of homes have concentrations that exceed
even liberal limits. (ASHRAE standard 62-19g1 recommended 0.01
working levels or 2 picocuries per liteç but more recent recommen_
dations from the National Council on Radiation protection and Mea_
surements places these values at 0.04 picocuries
per Liter.) The best way to control the is to limit
or stop radon gas from entering a stru s have
indicated that in some areas high concentraLions of radon can
dominate a house's atmosphere and reduce the effectiveness of even
vigorous mechanical ventilation.

The best solution eliminates building materiars that contain radon
and avoids fans or other equipment that must ¡un constantly. to
remove the radon gas. ,: ,._ ì: .
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Floors and foundation walls constn¡cted of reinforced concrete

(made of materials themselves free of radon) instead of hollow-block
are a good way to minimize radon entry while controllng energy
losses. Hollow-block construction offers an easy path for radon (and
cold air) to move into a house and presents difficult challenges for
mitigation. Radon-impermeable construction employing poured con-
crete begins with wire mesh, which helps reduce or eliminate
cracks, especially when the mesh is correctly placed in corners and
junctures between wall and slab. A low-permeability membrane
beneath the slab further discourages soil gas containing radon from
infìltrating the slab. A layer of round river-washed gravel beneath the
membrane permits the soil gas under the foundation to move more
freely to the perimete¡ where it can escape, while also protecting
the membrane from puncture. Obvrously, the membrane must be
tough enough to resist tears that may occur during the placement of

stack effect (hot air rising)

concerte poured in place
using standard forms

dense mineral wool
exterior insulation

airlmoisture barrier

perforated pipe

river washed

How stack effect can entrain pollutants.
Pollutanß comrnofl around house found¿tions, i|rctuding radon, insecticíd¿s,
tetmilicid¿s, and ferlilizers, can be èntlain¿d in air and-drafun into some foun-
dations fu the sl¿cþ effect. Tlnugh more exþensiae than maryt other constnt¿-
tions, the monolithic founfution shoun abooe ffirs energ efficizncl and
imþe¡riousnæs to water and th¿ wriety of contaminaaß lound around founda-
lions, esþecially radon. Tiæ perforated þþe and the iuer-uashzd grauel aent soil
gases lo thz at ilasþhele. If need fu, blowers instail¿.d at the ends of the piþe can
draw gases oul at adaanted flow rates.
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Careful HVAC balancing cøn direct contaminanß back outside

Balancing duct systems.
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@limize air moum¿nt through a
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shown here, þositile þressure in liu-
íng sþaces can create moßture þrob-
lems fu lorcing air intn unll sltslems

and attits. Basemenß or crawl
sþaæs undzr negatiue þræsure can

draw cont¿minanß in soils, srch as

radon, intn th¿ lwuse. Reuersing the

þressures can redute radon-gas

influ,. A negatile þressure in the liu-

mg sþate could þrodute cold drølts
and comlort þroblcms, bul thz Wht
building enaeloþe, which is a m¿in
dcsign goal, would merely act ta

imþrne aenlilalion effectiueness.
radon

the reinforcing mesh, t¡e pouring of concrete, or from general foot
traffic during construction. Lengths of perforated pipe installed
within the gravel bed further assure free movement of gas under the
entire poured concrete floor. The ends of these pipes should extend
just beyond the perimeter of the foundation.

A layer of dense mi¡eral wool placed on the exterior walls of the
basement/crawlspace enhances the mitigation strategy by perform-
ing three functions: lt provides the desired high level of insulation,
diverts water to the gravel bed, and relieves soil-gas pressure so

that soil gas can move freely to the outside atmosphere. Further, the
insulation's placement on the outside of the wall allows the thermal
mass of the concrete to store heat and moderate interior tempera-
tures, assuring among other things that plumbing in the basement or
crawlspace does not freeze. Additional insulation beneath the founda-
tion and floor may prove desirable in northern locations, where soil
temperatures cause significant heat loss through the floor in winter
(especially near tìe perimeter).

Aooeo vALUE

Costs are not excessive for this foundation design. In some areas of
tle country, because costs are basically the same, it is already rou-
tine to pour walls of concrete rather than build them with blocks.
Moreover, at the same time the procedure mitigates the radon-entry
problem, it can help eliminate water problems. Fr¡rther, if radon lev-
els cannot be held within guidelines by this st¡ategy alone (such as in
houses built on the Reading Prong, a land formation rich in radium
that runs from Pennsylvania through New Jersey and New York), an
e><terior blower could be installed at one end of the perforated pipe

to exhaust the radon-rich soil gas from the gravel bed. This proce-
dure maintains the subslab at slightly negative pressure so that any
air movement through cracks in the slab would be from inside to out-

cold air

side. Subslab depressurization has proved successfr¡l in reducing
radon concentralions in existing houses where sumps or drains
within the house are used to access the gravel bed. The presence of
the perforated pipe also allows tracer gas to be injected beneath the
foundation to check for leaks in the slab-in one final effort to avoid

an interior blower, which wastes energy.
Operation of an air-duct system inside the house directly influ-

ences both energy use and air quality. More often than not, the influ-
ence is negative. System imbalance can lead to pressurization in
some zones and depressurization in others. Pressurization in the liv-
ing space may force moistureladen air into wall systems and attics.
A basemenVcrawlspace area under negative pressure can cause
radon and other soil pollutants to flow into that zone. lf the pres-
sures are reversed, increased pressure in the basement can reduce
radon-gas influx. In the living space, negative pressures encourage
air drafts and comfort problems, but this effect can be cured by
providing a tight building envelope. For an effective system, appro-
priately designed supply- and return-air paths must be provided so

that pressures and ventilation rates can be balanced in all rooms.
By maximizing tlre air-mixing and circulation characteristics of the

duct system, the entire volume of ù in a house is utilized and helps
assure that no one pollutant builds up in any area. An e:<ample is the
bedroom, where carbon dioxide (exhaled by sleepers) may accumu-
late during the night if natural infiltration fails to provide the neces-
sary ventilatìon.

Operation of the central blower, even on a periodic basis, can help
make the alr in the tota.l house volume available to its occupants. ln
this mixing process, temperature uniformity is also enhanced. This
means improved comfort and relief of cold (or hot) room conditions,
which is one of the main reasons people open a window-and then
wonder where their energy savings go. I
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